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Easter Event! : This update will be live April 6th at Noon CST The Easter Bunny has made his way to Aetheria! For a limited
time, players will be able to find special Easter Eggs all around the world by slaying fearsome monsters. Consuming the eggs
will grant a special combat buff for a limited time, so use them wisely and stock up while the event is on. The rarest egg of all,
the Golden Easter Egg, can be traded to the Easter Bunny for a special costume, so keep an eye out for this special drop..
Aetheria Update #19 : You can find the patch notes for the 19th Aetheria update below. This is a smaller update, as most of the
development effort has been focused around new content as of late. Enjoy! This update will be live March 16th, 2019 Noon
CST Added chat bubbles over players' heads. This can be toggled on or off via the system menu options Added improvements
for login stability Fixed a bug which caused trees and other recently harvested resources to sometimes cause invisible walls
Adjusted the exit coordinates for the Darkmoore War Wing so players would not teleport immediately back into the War Wing..
Patch Notes Feb 5, 2019 : Please find below the patch notes for the update today.. Class Balances and More! : With the latest
update to Aetheria come class balances and several other changes. Check it out below! Mage: Frostbolt, Chimera Blast, Ice
Blast, and Fire Blast spells - Damage has been increased School of Debilitation talent - Fire damage has been increased School
of Havoc talent - Now also generates mana when triggered Bone Chill talent - Damage has been increased Frigid Ground talent -
Damage has been increased Follow Up talent - The chance to be triggered has been increased Influx talent - Increased the mana
gain per point Instability talent - The chance to be triggered has been increased Warrior: Arterial Strike spell - Damage has been
increased Mighty Blow spell -Damage has been increased Whirlwind spell - Damage has been increased Way of the Sword
talent - Damage bonus has been increased Extra Hurtin talent - Damage bonus has been increased Battle Cry spell - Critical
bonus and buff time has been increased Hulking Bash spell - Damage has been increased for Sentry Warriors Challenger talent -
Threat bonus has been increased Intimidate spell - Threat boost has been increased Ranger: Explosive Trap spell - Increased
base cooldown to 12 seconds, up from 10 seconds Frost Trap spell - Increased base cooldown to 12 seconds, up from 10 seconds
Priest: Shadow Spray spell - Damage has been decreased slightly Other Updates Include: Guild leaders can now set a message of
the day which is displayed to members upon signing in General Manabone's Ice Wall spell now applies a debuff to players hit by
the wall. The debuff decreases frost resistance greatly for a period of time.. Elemental Disparity Progress Update : Hey all! I
just wanted to post a quick update on the upcoming expansion, Elemental Disparity. Things are coming along nicely and I am
almost in the final stretch of the development before testing can start up. Earlier I posted my target release time frame was in
early June, but due to some personal obligations, I am going to have to move this back to late June. I am sorry for the delay, but
I want to make sure I release a good product for everyone to enjoy.
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